Outline: Searches for September 2018 Native Studies Intro Class

BU homepage/Library homepage/Libguides
http://libguides.bradonu.ca/indigenous
The “5” for these 2 databases:
(Indigenous OR Native* OR "First Nation*" OR Aboriginal* OR Indian*)

BU homepage/Library homepage/Databases/All Database Types/Newspapers/Canadian Major Dailies

What’s in Canadian Major Dailies Publications (newspapers list)? No Brandon Sun – see database
Newspaper Archive (older issues) or ask at the Reference Desk for access to the fulltext online access.
There also are print and microfilm copies of the Brandon Sun in the Library.

Search 1: specific person – probably don’t need the 5
phil fontaine (5384)
“phil fontaine” (4920)
“phil fontaine” church (628)
“phil fontaine” church apology (258)
“phil fontaine” church apology catholic (135)

Search 2: broader topic/crosses subjects/use the 5
trans mountain (20,089)
“trans mountain” (11,971)
“trans mountain” AND (Indigenous OR Native* OR "First Nation*" OR Aboriginal* OR Indian*) (4235)
“trans mountain” AND (Indigenous OR Native* OR "First Nation*" OR Aboriginal* OR Indian*)
AND haisla (92)
The date range indicates articles back to 2011. Re-sort to most recent first. Note results #2, 3
these are “the same” – but one is longer than the other.

Shell ramps up activity in Kitimat; Community leaders optimistic about progress on $40-billion LNG
terminal /Pearson, Natalie Obiko. The Vancouver Sun; Vancouver, B.C. [Vancouver, B.C]10 July 2018:
A.1. (1147 words)

Shell ramps up in Kitimat, raising Canada's $30B LNG hopes/ Calgary Herald (Online), Calgary:
Postmedia Network Inc. Jul 9, 2018. (1307 words)

Search 3: watch your dates and consider where your information will be coming from
wasagamack (262)
wasagamack fire (42)
wasagamack fire Brandon (17)
But if you want Brandon, consider accessing the Brandon Sun.

BU homepage/Library homepage/Databases/All Database Types/Newspapers/Canadian
Reference Centre (EbscoHost)/ also known as CRC
Why use more than 1 database? Different coverage – for example, papers from Kitchener and Guelph
are in CRC.

Search 1: specific person – probably don’t need the 5
phil fontaine (951)
Newspapers (Domestic) (417)
“phil fontaine” (919)
Newspapers (Domestic) (404)
“phil fontaine” church (54)
Newspapers (Domestic) (33)
“phil fontaine” church apology (20)
Newspapers (Domestic) (9)
“phil fontaine” church apology catholic (13)
Newspapers (Domestic) (5)

Where do you want to stop your search? Change words? (For example, pope or papal might be words to consider.) Note that some of the sources may be for CBC Television or the Canadian Press. Check with your professor before you use any sources that are NOT newspapers.

Search 2: broader topic – probably want to use the ‘S’.
trans mountain (1719)
Newspapers (Domestic) (419)
“trans mountain” (1329)
Newspapers (Domestic) (296)
“trans mountain” AND (Indigenous OR Native* OR "First Nation*" OR Aboriginal* OR Indian*) (267)
Newspapers (Domestic) (53)
“trans mountain” AND (Indigenous OR Native* OR "First Nation*" OR Aboriginal* OR Indian*) AND haisla (0)

Either drop haisla or try something else. Example
Haisla (102)
Newspapers (Domestic) (22)
Haisla pipeline (32)
Newspapers (Domestic) (3)

Search 3: watch your dates and consider where your information will be coming from
wasagamack (155)
limit to Newspapers (Domestic) (95)
wasagamack fire (26)
limit to Newspapers (Domestic) (7)
Do you want to stop or continue to narrow?
wasagamack fire Brandon 11)
limit to Newspapers (Domestic) (1)
What is the date? Is this what you want? Is it the same as you found in the other database?

This document is available in alternate formats upon request.